SOFREL AS

The combination of Telemetry and Process Control

SOFREL AS is a perfect illustration of the synthesis between the worlds of telemetry, process control and SCADA
for the remote control of the entire water cycle. As a result of LACROIX Sofrel’s 40 years of experience in the fields
of electronics, information and telecommunications, as well as its leading position in the water remote control market,
the SOFREL AS solutions are stand out for their efficiency, robustness, reliability and durability. In addition to integrated
communication and archive functions, SOFREL AS offers a programming function, which includes 2 types of languages
that can be used at the same time (ST and Ladder). This offers integrators great freedom when it comes to creating
programs, and propose solutions that fulfill customers expectations.

Modular RTU adaptable
to any communication standard

With the aim of offering a solution that is technically and financially suited to the needs of water contract operators,
SOFREL AS is available in 3 models that offer identical software functions. They all use the same Input/Output and
communication boards, but they are different due to the presence of a graphical display and the number of boards
that can be installed. The SOFREL AS rack-mount cases are modular, they include a CPU-Memory board and they have
between 4 and 7 slots to house electronic boards (Input/Output or communication).
CPU
• AS50: 1 power supply + graphical display + 7 slots (com / IO) + remote I/O modules
• AS30: 1 power supply + graphical display + 4 slots (com / IO)
• AS10: 1 power supply + 4 slots (com / IO)
I/O boards and modules
• Digital Inputs board - 8DI 			
• Analog Inputs board - 4AI
• Analog Inputs board - 2AI-20			

• Digital Outputs board - 4DO-wdg
• Digital Outputs board - 2DO
• Analog Outputs board - 4AO

• Digital Outputs module* - 6DO
• Digital Inputs module* - 16DI			
* Expansion I/O modules only compatible with AS50
• Analog Inputs module* - 8AI-20
Communication boards
SOFREL AS offers different types of boards for communications with multiple equipments. All modem boards, as
with the CPU and I/O boards, have been entirely designed by LACROIX Sofrel to guarantee the reliability and the
homogeneity of the industrial Telemetry and SCADA products are extremely reliable and homogeneous. The range
of boards on offer fulfills the need for communication across all standards (GSM, GPRS, Radio, Ethernet, serial, etc.).
Communications can be patched through to centralization equipment (Telemetry and SCADA PC or Supervisory
control software system), to on duty mobile phones, or to other types of equipment for communications between
RTUs.
• GSM/GPRS modem board			
• License-free radio modem board HF-869 		
• Serial board RS-232				
• Ethernet Board 10BT 				

• DL/HF modem board
• Serial board RS-485
• I/O modules

Reliability, a requirement of telemetry and process control
With the aim of guaranteeing greater reliability, SOFREL AS electronics provide a very high level
EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility), allowing them to tolerate the most difficult environments
in terms of surges and lightning strikes (level 4 immunity - EN 55 024 standard), etc. Significant
investment in R&D and a rigorous design allow AS PLCs to be offered with a 3 year manufacturer’s
guarantee, for secure Telemetry and SCADA that is always available.

Process control functions that are quick to apply
I/O and information input
In order to configure the SOFREL AS, first of all, the Inputs and Outputs are defined on a
pre-defined Excel spreadsheet.

Programming using SOFTOOLS AS
The programming environment is integrated into the SOFTOOLS AS software, the sequential
process control programs that are implemented allow AS to adapt to all types of facilities
and operating methods. From a simple valve opening regulation to an entire waste water
treatment plant process SOFREL AS provides an optimal solution for both the integrator
and the end user.
SOFTOOLS AS has a programming module:
• ST (Structured Text) and Ladder language editor, in accordance with international standard IEC1131-3

• Direct access to the AS data used in the programs
• Re-use of programs and functional blocks provided by the import/export function
• Standard programs supplied by LACROIX Sofrel
As well as a simulator for:
• setup in cycle to cycle mode
• final install validation using the on-line debugger
• program execution control using the trace mode integrated into operating diagnostics

Remote modification and transfer of programs
SOFTOOLS AS allows programs to be remotely imported, exported and downloaded to
AS RTUs. In addition, numerous hardware and software operating diagnostics can be
performed: Input/Output test, GSM reception control, TCP/IP communications test,
program control, monitoring of serial communications, etc.

Examples process controls that can be implemented
Swapping of pumps
WWTP process controls (grate cleaning, degreasing, ventilation and recirculation programs, etc.)
Calculations of reservoir volumes based on their shape
Activation of an emergency pump
PID Regulation
Valve opening and closing sequence for the startup and shutdown of a group of pumps
Process control of a 6 pump sewage lift station
Startup and shutdown of a pump according to the time periods of electricity company tariffs
Reservoir emptying speed

A product aimed at integrators
and designed for the end user
The idea of the SOFREL AS is to provide integrators with an easy and effective way of creating
process control programs, while ensuring that it is extremely simple for end customers to use.
As a result, it is based on very practical tools:

Interactive graphical display:
The interactive graphical display is directly integrated into the AS50 and AS30 models. It is a tool
that is perfectly adapted for the local handling of data. The back-lit screen can display up to 4 lines
of 20 characters. The thumb wheel is used for navigating through the different screens. Therefore,
operators can perform the following operations without using a laptop PC in situ:
• query the current status of the controlled information;
• view the archived data curves;
• query alarms;
• perform diagnostics of the operation of various boards.

Internet Browser:
A simple PC Internet browser allows all data managed by AS to be viewed locally or remotely.
Data are presented in personalized lists, which also give access to historical values in the form of
graphs. It is also possible to zoom in and to transfer the data to Excel.

SMS server:
The SMS server makes it possible for users of the SOFREL AS to view groups of data and the
alarm report remotely through a mobile phone.
Through the integration of an alarm reporting calendar, on appearance of an alarm SOFREL AS
automatically sends text messages to the cell phone of the agent on stand-by duty and to the
SCADA Central Station.

Advantages of a solution 100% dedicated to water
24 hour facility surveillance
Management of communications with other devices
Management of the alarm reporting to staff on stand-by duty
Extended and reliable modes of communication that allow all the facilities to be covered,
including those that are most remote
A reduced number of visits to facilities
Optimized operation of electrical devices to reduce energy costs
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Testimonies
«... the AS programming workshop gave me great freedom for the creation of programs.Thanks to AS I can respond
quickly to the most specific requests from my clients...»
«... my client wanted to automate pumping at their station based on the levels in their reservoirs.The communication
capabilities of AS, particularly the machine to machine capabilities, allow pumping to be activated at non-peak times
by the radio transmitters located in the reservoirs…”
«... the commissioning carried out by our installer was very quick. It is simple for the station personnel to operate on
a daily basis, particularly thanks to the integrated screen that allows the PLC’s operating status to be precisely seen
without having to use a PC...»
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field bus RS485):

Interactive Graphical Display
integrated in the CPU:

Power supply

• 8 Analog Inputs
• 4-20 mA current inputs (precision < 0.3% of full scale)
• Independent sensors or remotely powered by the module

6DO module:
• 6 monostable relay Outputs
• Max-cutoff power 250 V / 1 A
• Output no. 6 usable in «Watchdog»

Communications
GSM/GPRS board:
• GPRS/GSM simultaneous data mode. Sending/receiving SMS.
• Public or private GPRS (through SOFREL SG1000)

HF-869 board:
• License-free 869 MHz frequency band
• Power: up to 500 mW
• Receiver sensitivity: -110 dBm
• Typical range 1500 m, up to 5000 m line of sight

Power supply board:

10BT board:

• 100/240 V - 40/70 Hz - 0.5 A max
• 12 V battery charger (max current 500mA)
• Deep-discharge protection for the battery

• 10 Mb Ethernet Networks
• RJ45 Base

Inputs/Outputs
I/O boards
Boards that fit into the rack-mount cases of the AS50, AS30 and AS10.
Extractable terminal strips to facilitate wiring.

8DI Digital Inputs board:
• 8 «dry contact» digital inputs
• Power supply isolated from the contacts
• 1500 V insulation
• Measured up to 300 Hz

4AI or 2AI-20 Analog Inputs board:
• 4 multi-standard Analog Inputs (4AI board) or two 4-20 mA
Analog Inputs (2 AI-20 board)
• 0-20 mA or 4-20 mA current inputs (sensor can be autonomous or
remotely powered from the board)
• 0-10V voltage inputs
• Pt 100, Pt 1000, Ni 1000, 0-2500 Ω resistive inputs
• Detection of sensor faults

4DO-wdg or 2DO Digital Outputs boards:
• 2 or 4 Digital Outputs
• Monostable relays
• Max. cutoff power 50 VA (50 V / 1 A)
• Watchdog: automatic switch to downgraded mode

4AO Analog Outputs board:
• 4 multi-standard Analog Outputs
• 0-20mA and 4-20mA current outputs
• 0-10 V voltage

External I/O modules
Expansion modules supported by AS50
Dimensions: 125H x 37L x 88W (in mm).
Power supply from 7 to 15 V DC (supplied by AS50 or through an
external power supply block)
Communication through the RS485 bus

16DI module:
• 16 «dry contact» Inputs, optionally insulated
• Insulated power supply supplied by the module
• Counting channel up to 300 Hz

DL/HF modem board:
• 1 multi-point PL communication or 1 radio communication
• Speed: 1200 bps

RS-232 board:
• RS232 serial channel
• Speed: up to 115200 bps

RS-485 board:
• RS485 serial channel
• Speed: up to 115200 bps

RS-485i board:
• Insulated RS485 serial channel
• Speed: up to 115200 bps

SOFTWARE
Archiving
• Periodical and for events
• 25000 records of values
• 4 archiving criteria (of which 1 is used for changes in the status
of logic data)
• Management of 1000 data

ST and LADDER Process controls
• 2 programming languages:
ST and Ladder, which can be combined with each other.
• Up to 32767 process control programs
• Process control modules in accordance with the IEC 1131-3 standard

GSM/GPRS communication:
• 1 schedule (6 time periods per day)
• 20 recipients of automatic calls
• 5 sequences of 8 recipients
• Communication to cell phones (SMS viewing and reporting)

Serial, Ethernet, Radio communication
• 30 MODBUS devices (PLC, RTU, SOFREL, PC, etc.)
• Point-to-point communication in Master or Slave mode
(M2M communication)

Communication with SCADA
• Modbus, Sofbus, Lacbus, IEC 60870-5-104, DNP3, OPC Server.

Available interface languages
• English, Spanish, Italian.
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